Beyond collusion: active illness falsification.
This article explores the relationship between factitious disorder by proxy victimization and the genesis of factitious disorder in young people. It is hoped that this will aid in our understanding of how some illness falsification behaviors may be learned and transmitted within the family system. A discussion of the origins of adult factitious disorder and recent findings on the phenomenon of illness falsification in children and adolescents is integrated with some of the more ambiguous or "blended" cases which combine primary falsification by the youngster with caregiver collusion. Those less easily classified cases of factitious illness which fall in the gray areas, containing elements of both independent illness falsification by a child or adolescent with an earlier history of collusion with a parent's Munchausen by Proxy disorder, are proposed as a type of transitional case which may help us better understand the process by which illness falsification is learned. The literature on illness falsification in adults supports the possibility that adult factitious disorder may have its origins in adolescence or perhaps even earlier. Several cases are identified which suggest that some youngsters independently falsifying illness may have had earlier experiences of Munchausen by Proxy victimization or perhaps experienced the modeling or encouragement of illness falsification by a caregiver. Certain elements of the child victim experience, including efforts to overcome feelings of powerlessness, chronic lack of control, and disappointment in the physician are suggested as possible dynamics in the eventual development of independent illness falsification behaviors. The many unanswered questions in our understanding of the development of factitious illness in children and adolescents suggest avenues for further research. It is hoped that increased understanding will eventually allow more rapid, reliable identification of these patients and more effective interventions within the family system, with positive implications for future generations.